
HOW TO CONFIGURE PHYSICAL OBJECT LOCKING FOR 

PEOPLETOOLS 8.54+ 

 

You can configure Stat to physically secure PeopleSoft proprietary objects in their 

native environment the moment they are locked in a CSR. This ensures that the 

developer assigned to the object is the only one working on it. In addition, you can set 

up the Stat Central Agent to run synchronization jobs at specified time intervals to 

ensure that the Stat Repository and your PeopleSoft environments remain 

synchronized. By default, the prefix for POL (Physical Object Locking) will be set to 

STAT. An alternative group name can be change in Maintenance | General | 

Peoplesoft Connect | Stat PSOPRID column. 

 Create a unique PSOPRID if you haven’t done so by navigating to PeopleTools 

| Security | User Profiles  

 Create a unique Primary Permission List for each user.  In this example, I’ve 

created a Primary Permission List (PPL) called STAT_NANCIPPL.  

 

 

 



 

 Open up the user profile and change the primary to be the unique PPL for the 

user 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Go to Maintenance | General | Peoplesoft connect and check physical 

locking option 

 

 

 

 Optional: Double click the environment to exclude certain object type from POL. 

In this case, I’ve excluded ps/query, tree/tree structure and project from POL. 

This mean that user who have a valid PSOPRID/password can open up the 

objects in app designer without having to lock the object in Stat.  

 

 



 Go to Maintenance | General | Service domain and check ps locking for the 

service domain 

 

 

 Go to Maintenance | Stat central agent | Job Maintenance and create a new 

ps object lock synch job. If you could not locate the environment from the drop 

down list, then verify to see if the environment is part of the peoplesoft migration 

path. 

 

What is PS Object Lock Sync job and why it is necessary to run it? 

This job makes sure that the PeopleSoft Object Security groups contain the correct 

objects. They might not contain the correct objects if, for example, someone has 

modified the group definitions in PeopleSoft. The job has two steps: 

• Sync objects locked in Stat by Stat developers with the Object Security Groups for the 

PeopleSoft developers in PeopleSoft 

• Sync all objects in PeopleSoft with the Stat_Read and Stat_Exclud Groups in Object 

Security 

There are two key differences between the physical locking that occurs when users lock 

objects in a CSR and the PS Object Lock Sync job: 

• When a user saves a CSR after locking an object associated with it, Stat Central 

Agent automatically processes this object lock. It inserts a row in the Assigned 

Developer’s Object Security Group in PeopleSoft for the locked object. This is not done 

using the PS Object Lock Sync job. Stat Central Agent does it automatically in the 

background. Once Stat Central Agent finishes this process, the developer can open and 

modify this object in PeopleSoft. 

• You can schedule the PS Object Lock Sync job to run for the selected PeopleSoft 

environment any time you wish. It is recommended to run it once or twice a day during 



nonpeak hours. However, this job might need to be run more often depending on how 

many newly objects get created. If there are newly object get created very often then 

the job needs to be run more frequently or run it on demand as necessary. 

 

 

 

 

The first time the job ran, it will create STAT_READ, STAT_EXCLUD (if user check 

objects to be excluded from POL, and STAT_PSOPRID (if user added at least one 

object via Stat). 

 

 

 

 

 



 Logon to the Peoplesoft portal | go to Peopletools | Security | Permission 

List and Roles. Locate the user Primary Permission List.  

 Open up the PPL | go to Definition Security tab and add STAT_READ, 

STAT_EXCLUD (if there are objects to be excluded) and STAT_PSOPRID. Set 

STAT_READ to display only. 

 

 

 When the PS object lock sync job run, it will take a look at all the objects that was 

added in Stat for example by NANCI and will put it into STAT_NANCI group. 

Therefore, only NANCI could open these objects and no one else except a user 

with PeopleSoft Admin role. 

 

 

 

 



To test whether or not POL is working properly. 

 

 Add an object into a csr. In this case, I’ve added an activity called Calculate 

Retro Pay. This object will automatically get added to STAT_NANCI group. 

 

 

 Now logon as NANCI and was able to open this object 

 

 

 

 

 



 Try to open another object that hasn’t been locked via Stat and got read-only 

prompt 

 

Additional Info: In order to be able to open record peoplecode, component 

peoplecode, app engine peoplecode, user needs to make sure to add the parent object 

along with it. For example, I’ve added a record peoplecode name 

AA_COST_RT_JPN.EMPIL (RowInit) in a csr, then I need to make sure to add the 

record AA_COST_RT_JPN in order to open the record peoplecode. 

SUMMARY TIPS OF HOW TO CONFIGURE POL 

 Starting with Peopletools 8.54+, there is no need to create a page called 

ZZSTATDONOTDEL as a place holder. STAT_READ, STAT_EXCLUD, 

STAT_PSOPRID will automatically get created once the ps object lock synch job 

run if at least one object is locked in a csr. When you first configure POL, you 

only need to do the following steps: 

1. Create a unique Psoft userid if you don’t have one. If you do, then skip this step 

2. Create a unique PPL for the user 

3. Link the unique PPL to the user profile 

4. Enable use physical locking and ps locking in stat 

5. Make sure to enter a valid PSOPRID in User Options | Peoplesoft Options in 

order for Stat to lock the objects in the correct PPL. 

6. Run the ps object lock synch job and it’s will create STAT_READ, 

STAT_EXCLUD, STAT_PSOPRID if user have added the object in Stat. If not, 

then no STAT_PSOPRID get created. 

7. Link STAT_READ, STAT_EXCLUD (optional), STAT_PSOPRID to the PPL. Set 

display only for STAT_READ group.  

8. If any new stat user who added objects after the ps object lock get run then make 

sure to run the ps object lock synch job again and link the unique PPL to 

STAT_READ, STAT_EXCLUD, and STAT_PSOPRID.  


